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Zero Day Response
A zero-day vulnerability is an unknown exploit in
the wild that exposes a vulnerability in software
or hardware and can have a serious impact
across the globe.
A zero-day attack happens once that vulnerability is exploited and attackers release certain
scripts to detect and take advantage of the
exploit, before the manufacturers/developers
have an opportunity to create a patch to fix the
vulnerability.

What Are the Risks

What Are The Benefits?

Pentest People's unique Zero-Day Response
Service is a proactive retainer service that, when
a 10/10 CVSS score exploit is released to the
public, scans your assets for the vulnerability
and lets you know if you're potentially
vulnerable.

Due to its retainer nature it allows Pentest People the
ability to proactively scan your identified internet-facing
assets and alert you to any potential dangers and attacks,
often before news outlets and companies are made
aware of the exploit in the wild. By utilising DarkInvaders
depthless dark web crawler and investigative engineers,
Pentest People are actively scanning the dark web for
zero-day exploits and can act quickly to any possible
threats your company might face.

Pentest People use industry leading tools, along
with Penetration Tester’s skills, to ascertain the
likelihood of a successful attack and exploitation
and produce a report.

The results of the assessment are uploaded to your
SecurePortal account, as part of the Penetration Testing
as a Service(PTaaS) offering.

All Services Use Our
Innovative SecurePortal
SecurePortal is a live security platform designed
to improve the way you view and manage
your Penetration Test results.
Introducing SecurePortal
SecurePortal is a key component of Penetration Testing
as a Service and provides customers of Pentest People
with a live platform of engagement and also managing
the current security posture of your organisation based
on the information gathered from our penetration
testing services.
Eases the administrative burden of planning
a Penetration Testing engagement
Provides digital access to your report
Tracks the state of your vulnerabilities automatically
Alerts you when new threats are relevant
Provides a simple way to filter your report data

The SecurePortal offers our clients a multitude of features
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